
 

 

BEAUTIFUL MEXICO 

06NIGHTS/07DAYS 
 
Day 1: Mexico City – Arrival transfer 
 
 
Day 2.- City tour & Anthropology museum 
Impressive megapolis with its anthological symbiosis: 
Indians, Mestizos, Creoles and Europeans. Cultural 
and archeological center of the most interesting 
country of the American continent. The city of mixed 
emotions, splendid colors and of spicy tastes. You 
will see: “Zocalo”, the main square of the country, 
the ruins of the ancient Aztec city of Tenochtitlan, 
the National Palace. See the murals of Mexico’s 
greatest artist, Diego Rivera. These colorful murals 
cover Mexico’s pre-Columbian Indian history, the 
colonial period and the Revolution. Then proceed  to 
visit the Anthropological Museum, which is the finest 
archaeological museum in the world. It is located on 
more than 10,000 square meters; it has 26 exhibitive 
halls where you can see thousands of artifacts, 
including burial tombs, giant Olmec stone heads, the 
famous Aztec Calendar Stone and the reconstructed 
Mayan temple. 
 

 

Day 3.- Basilica de Guadalupe & Teotihuacan 
Pyramids 
 
Visit to  Basilica de Guadalupe, one of the main 
churches  in Mexico city. Then we will proceed to 
Mexico’s grandest archaeological site, ancient 
Teotihuacán (80km away from the Mexico City), built 
by the Nahuatl. The sixth largest city in the world in 
400 A.D., Teotihuacán was mysteriously abandoned 
300 years later, centuries before the Aztec 
occupation. Visit the Jaguar Palace and the Temple 
of the Plumed Conch Shells. See the Pyramids of the 
Sun and Moon. Walk the Avenue of the Dead, 
flanked by temples and palaces. Lunch in 
Teotihuacan with cultural show. Return to hotel 

 



 

 

Day 4.- Mexico City – Cancun 
 
Day 5.- Chichen Itza 
Departure from Cancun. Chichen Itza. 
Magicians, scientists, and the ball players – only 
the selected ones were able to access to this 
special landscape of the white stone and of the 
“eyes” of the earth – the underground lakes. 
Temples, which are considered as belonging to the 
classical and post-classical periods did not arrive to 
see Spanish as were abounded by its population 
because of unknown reasons. Arch-astronomy was 
born in one of such cities. Philosophy and history 
as one. View the Pyramid of Kukulkan, “the 
feathered serpent”, of the ball games field, of the 
observatory etc. 
 

Day 6: Xcaret 
Xcaret, meaning "Little Inlet" in Maya, for more 
than for 1000 years had been one of the most 
important Mayan ceremonial sites and seaports. 
Mayans used to come here to purify themselves in 
"Cenote" (natural water well). Today this nature's 
sacred paradise is an Eco-Archaelogical Park with a 
plethora of attractions such as underground river 
swim, dolphin show, horses, a farm with tropical 
birds, beach and its famous crystal water 
caves.Xcaret is eco-archeological theme park 
which aims to package the Yucatan's Mayan 
history and its tropical lagoon ecology into one 
day-long fun experience. The result is well-
executed; Xcaret is a terrific place for a family to 
spend a day. In the evening enjoy the beautiful 
folckloric show in an amazing setting. 

  
Day 7: Departure transfer 


